
Weddings At 

GETTING STARTED 

WHAT'S NEXT? 
Once you've had an opportunity to choose your favorite
flavors, you'll need to call and discuss if a consultation
appointment is the best next step for you. Sometimes

we can place your order without requiring an
appointment. Consultations entail a 30-minute time

slot in which you will have the opportunity to sit down
with one of our team members and discuss the details

for your wedding treats. 
Please make sure to bring any inspiration photos and
color swatches with you so that we can better bring

your dessert visions to life. 
At the end of your consultation, you may book your

wedding order (confirmed with a 50% deposit) or take
the information we've gathered together and book at a

later time. 

We are honored to be considered as part of your special
day!

We offer tiered cakes, individual cutting cakes,
cupcakes, mini cupcakes, decorated sugar cookies, and
cake pops. We also offer delivery and setup with limited

availability.
We recommend booking your wedding 2-6 months prior

to your date. A great place to start is by scheduling
pickup of a Tasting To-Go Box. This can be pre-ordered
by phone, in person, or using our online ordering system
and includes 12 mini cupcakes in our most popular cake

and frosting combinations. You may add on a sugar
cookie or cake pop upon pickup (subject to day-of shop

availability).
If you are already a Simply Sweet fan and know what

your're looking for, feel free to skip this step. 

https://simply-sweet-wa.square.site/


FREQUENTLY 
ASKED 
QUESTIONS

 PRICING GUIDE 

Do you deliver?  
Our base delivery fee is $75 and covers a five mile radius from our shop (this includes most
Snohomish wedding venues). Additional miles incur a fee of $3/ mile. As with anything, we do
have a delivery zone so if your venue requires the crossing a mountain pass or a body of water
by ferry, we probably can't deliver. Make sure to check in if you think your venue is in question.

We are also happy to set up your treats upon delivery. Pricing is based on the quantity of
treats being set up but ranges from $40-$70. 

 How many flavors can I choose? 
When it comes to your wedding cake, you can choose one cake flavor and one filling flavor per
tier. However, cupcakes can be done in as few or as many flavors as you'd like. We typically
recommend 3-4 flavors of cupcakes. Too many and your guests may feel compelled to try one of
everything, depleting your servings. 

What is a standard serving size? 
 When considering a wedding cake to serve all of your guests, typically a cake to serve slightly
more than your max guest count is recommended.

For regular size cupcakes, we recommend one per person plus a dozen or two extra (it never
hurts to be a little over prepared).

For mini size cupcakes, we recommend two per person. These are truly bite size cupcakes and it
islikely that most guests will have two. 

 

ALL PRICES LISTED BELOW ARE STARTING PRICES AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON DESIGN.

WEDDING CAKES

Standard Cutting Cake
6": Serves 10-12
Starts at $60

Micro Two-Tier 
4" x 6": Serves apx. 20 

Starts at $110 

Standard Two-Tier
6" x 8": Serves Serves apx. 35 

Starts at $165

Large Two- Tier 
8" x 10": Serves apx. 60

Starts at $255

Micro Three-Tier
4" x 6"x 8”: Serves apx. 40 

Starts at $110 

Standard Three-Tier
6" x 8" x 10": Serves apx. 80

Starts at $335

Large Three-Tier 
8" x 10" x 12": Serves apx. 125

Starts at $555
 

CUPCAKES

Mini Cupcakes
$15/ Dozen

Standard Cupcakes
$45/ Dozen

THERE IS NO MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENT FOR STANDARD SIZE CUPCAKES.
MINI CUPCAKES ARE AVAILABLE  BY THE DOZEN.

Hand Decorated Sugar Cookies
Starting at $5.25/ea

Cake Pops
Starting at $36/ Dz

French Macarons 
Starting at $30/ Dz

What if I want flowers on my cake? 
While we do not offer any fresh florals or greenery that doesn't mean you can't add flowers to
your cake. 

Fresh florals and greenery can be added to your cake on site and would be provided by your
florist. It is imporant to check in with your florist and confirm that this is something they
accommodate as florists often prefer to add their own blooms.  If this is not the case, we may be
available to add florals upon delivery. This would need to be pre-arranged and would incur a fee
of $40.  

Alternatively, you may purchase artificial florals and greenery and bring them in before the date
of the wedding. We will gladly add them to your cake at no extra charge.  

I'm interested in a dessert table. 
We don't offer specific dessert table packages but any of our bite-sized treats can be ordered in
any number of variations.  


